We Provide The Security You Need
Our insurance offerings provide your
explosives business with the key coverages you need:

General Liability covering exposures
that may arise from business operations.
Limits available up to $1 million per
occurrence, $2 million annual aggregate.
Business Automobile providing coverage in case of an accident, including:
■ Your liability for bodily injury or property damage resulting from accidents
■ Costs to defend your company
against bodily injury and property
damage allegations resulting from
accidents involving company vehicles
■ Costs to repair company vehicles
damaged in an accident
■ Limits available up to $1 million
Combined Single Limit (CSL) per
occurrence

Excess Liability is available on a following form basis for limits up to $10 million
per occurrence excess over a $1 million
primary for a total up to $11 million.
We Have A Legacy of Strength &
Stability
Since 1999, Nobel Insurance Services
has been a division of the Lancer
Insurance Company, named one of the
nation’s Top 50 Performing PropertyCasualty Insurance Companies by the
Ward Group for the last three consecutive years. Most importantly, Lancer’s
“Excellent” financial rating from A.M.
Best stands behind all our products and
services.

We Are Explosives
Insurance Specialists
Whether you’re a commercial explosives
manufacturer, distributor or drilling and
blasting contractor, you need protection
from an insurance company who understands your business and its unique risks.

For more than 35 years, we have delivered on our promise to provide high-quality insurance products and services that
focus on meeting the special needs of the
commercial explosives industry. That’s
why commercial explosives companies all
across America turn to Nobel to safeguard
their business and their future.

We Put Our Expertise To
Work For You

We Exceed Customers’
Expectations

When it comes to finding the right insurance for your business, great coverages
are only part of the solution. We have the
experience, knowledge and resources to
respond quickly and efficiently when accidents occur and help you minimize losses
in the first place.

Best of all, Nobel delivers value-added
services to help you reduce your insurance costs and improve the quality and
safety of your explosives operation:
■ On-Site Operational Surveys
■ Safety Audits
■ Regulatory Compliance Reviews
■ 24/7/365 Claim Reporting Hotline
■ Easy-to-Use Accident and Claim
Reporting Aids
■ Blueprint for Building a Safety
Program Manual
■ Safety Video Library
■ Driver Training Video Packages
■ Risk Alert Video Eblasts
■ Driver Safety Bulletins
■ TruxFacts Newsletter
■ SafetyLink Hotline
■ And much more!

Our explosives
claim professionals are poised to
provide you with
personal attention around the
clock, 365 days a
year. They are
experts in handling explosives-related claims, enabling
us to address your loss quickly, efficiently
and fairly, and get you back to business fast.
And when it comes to helping to reduce
insurance costs and improve the quality
and safety of your explosives operation,
our loss control professionals are the best
in the business. From evaluating your
exposures to assisting with regulatory
compliance to revitalizing the effectiveness of your existing safety programs, our
safety services will help you run a safer
and, ultimately, more profitable business.

